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4 Old School
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Is your church leveraging chatbots to reach
people? Are you leveraging a social media
listening tool to understand the sentiment
towards your church? What's your Instagram
story strategy to engage people in your
community? Is your church ready for augmented
reality and the impact that will have people
attending your services? STOP!
Too many church leaders are running too
quickly to optimize the latest communication
tools to reach people in their community while
they are ignoring "low hanging" fruit with "old
school" technologies with proven abilities to do
the same. Before your church figures out the
latest tool or trend, you need to make sure that
you are leveraging existing channels.
In January, Facebook announced its latest changes
to the news feed which means organizations like
ours are going to see even less "organic" reach on
that channel. In fact, many brands are reporting a
50% drop in traffic from the social media
behemoth in just a matter of weeks. [ref] This
underlines that no church communications strategy
can be single source dependent but needs to
employ a wide variety of channels to reach your
people and your community.
3 Reasons Church Leaders Are Drawn to the
Latest Communication Technologies
Shiny Object Syndrome // Too many of
us are drawn towards the "latest" thing
because it's the latest thing. We hear
some tech blogger talk about the latest
whiz-bang service and we're convinced

that will solve our communication issues.
The act of jumping from one shiny object
to the next means that we don't take time
to dig deep and optimize any given channel.
FREE is in our Budget // Most of us are
trying to figure out how to reach more
people with little or no financial investment.
Lots of digital marketing solutions start
out using "free" as a marketing tactic to
get businesses using their platforms,
and we're drawn to that pricing! Over
time, these platforms end up charging
for what they were giving away, which
means, we need to move on.
We’re Aware Consumers // Lots of
church leaders I know are actively engaged
in the world around us. We spend time not
just floating through life but are curious
individuals. This is a great way to be! We
see other organizations and businesses
communicating with their communities
and wonder what would happen if we
applied those lessons to what we do in our
church. In the end, we can be left bolting on
one new strategy after another and ignoring
legacy approaches that are still highly effective.

Your Church Should Be Sending More Emails
The industry’s average open rates for email
for churches is 25.62%, and average rate
that people will click on links in those
emails is almost 8%. In fact, in a recent
study it was found that as an industry,
religious organizations have the highest

Sunday Recap Emails // Not everyone
attends your church every weekend so
why not tell them what they missed. Give
them insights about what the message was
about. Tell them what the big “call to action”
announcement was.
Year-End Giving Email // 10% of all
charitable giving is done in the last 48
hours of the year. You need to leverage that
opportunity through a well-crafted email
asking people to give to the mission of the
church. Read more about this here.

Most of us have a love/hate relationship
with email. In fact, if we're honest most
days we hate email. However, don't allow
your stress around managing your inbox
drive assumptions about how your people
think about receiving emails from your
church. Well-crafted emails need to be at
the core of your communications strategy.
Regardless of how many emails your
church sends on a regular basis, you need to
increase the frequency. Email isn't going
anywhere and continues to be the go-to
channel for driving engagement with people.
6 Emails Every Church Should Be Sending
on a Regular Basis
“New Here” Guest Welcome // When guests
arrive at your church, you need to
acknowledge that and send a quick email to
them. Ideally, this email is received within
hours of them visiting your church.
Saturday Emails Before Series Launch // In
my book, Church Growth Flywheel, we
talked about using email in some ways to
grow your church. One important way is
through sending an email to your people
the day before you launch every new series.
Donor Acknowledgements // When people
give to your church they are doing an
incredibly special thing. Ensure the emails
you send to them not only thanks them for
giving to the mission of the church but also
point towards how their giving is fueling
the mission of the church.

4 Ways to Increase Open Rates on Your
Church’s Emails
Pay Attention to the “Sender” //
Experiment with who the emails are
sent from to see what increases open
rates. People are more likely to open
emails from the Lead Pastor than a
generic inbox.
Write to Real People // Don’t overdo
the graphics and fancy stuff. Lots of
studies show that the best responding
emails are underwritten as if they are
going out to just individual people.
Ask Questions in Subject Line // As a
rule of thumb, when you use a question
as the subject of an email it will see
higher open rates. Humans can’t help
but click on that to see the answer.
Email is a Mobile Tool // Remember
that most of the people who open your
emails will do so on a phone or other
mobile device. Keep your email short
and to the point!
What’s the open rate on a postcard mailed
to someone’s house?
Your church isn't leveraging the postal service
enough. This is about as "old school" as it gets to
when it comes to communication strategies.
However, there is a great opportunity here
because there are only two types of mails that
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Volunteer Reminders // Send your people
a reminder about the fact that they are
serving with your team. Use this email to
reinforce the vision of why they are
serving and give them vital information so
they know what to expect.
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open rates among dozens of tested
industries. [ref] In a world where less than 1
in 100 people will see a post on Facebook
that your church publishes, the fact that 1
in 4 people will open an email you send
them starts to seem like a great opportunity!
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most people get at home anymore:
• Junk Mail - stuff they don't want.
• Bills - bad news they wish didn’t exist.
When you send any form of direct mail to your
people, it's received as an oasis amid that desert.
Your direct mail gets their attention and can
drive deep engagement with your church.
Often the mail that you send to people's homes
has long lasting staying power as people will put
it up on the fridge or the coffee table.

making the right decision being a part
of your community.
Like most forms of communication, direct
mail needs to be regular and high quality.
You won't see an immediate response from
one single print piece that you send to
people's home. However, over time as you
submit pieces to people's homes, you'll notice
that your people will respond to what you're
sending their way.

Calling People Still Works
Perhaps one of the greatest ironic twists of
technology’s fate is that as the "phone"
became ubiquitous and went from being used
for calling the homes that people live in, to
calling people directly; we call people a lot
less than we used to. In fact, lots of people
seem to be allergic to talking on the phones
that they carry around in their pockets all
the time. The availability of this technology
is a tremendous opportunity for churches.

… like really calling people.
5 Direct Mail Pieces Your Church Could
Try This Year
Series Invite Cards // Instead of just
handing out invites to the next series
coming at your church you could mail
two copies to all your people and ask
them to invite two friends.
Volunteer Thank You Cards //
Everyone loves a handwritten note. It
brings a smile to people’s face when we
take a minute to write out a few kind
words to people who serve in our ministry.
First Time Donor Gift // A tool
something like “What Happens When
You Give” is a perfect way to acknowledge
people who choose to fuel the mission at
your church.
Recall Letter // If someone comes as a
"first-time guest" at your church but
you don't see any evidence that they've
been back in the last two months …
send them a letter with a coffee shop
gift card and ask them to join you again!
Annual Report // Taking time to
celebrate what is happening through an
annual vision report is a perfect thing to
mail out to your community. A well-crafted
vision report reinforces that people are

Your church could organize a small team to ask
people who they are inviting to the upcoming
"big day." A few years ago, we assembled a
team to call 2,500 people connected to our
church to ask them to come to our Easter
services, and in the end, it was part of us
setting an attendance record that year. [ref]
With a little organization and motivation your
team can make hundreds of connections at
scale and see people more plugged in with what
God is doing at your church!

… or at least texting people.
The "open rates" on texting are nearly 100%
because people are reflexively answering
those little notifications that happen when
someone texts them. A well-timed text can be
received by your community as a small gift
on their phone. Texting is also a perfect tool
to drive "call to actions" like registrations
because you know it's being received on a
phone that can open online forms and
registration systems.

Experience shows that about 1% of your
audience will be annoyed by this personal
approach to communication. Be ready for a
tiny group of people that will think you've
stepped over some line and are invading their
privacy. You have just reached into their
pocket or purse and asked them to pay
attention for a moment, so it's somewhat
understandable. Don't be put off by this
group though … the clear majority of people
you reach out to will be thankful that you
reached out to them!

Why don’t more churches blog?
This one baffles me. Why doesn't your
church have a blog where you're
communicating with your people and
your community regularly? This free
communication channel continues to
provide considerable benefits to churches
who invest the time to make content and
share it on a regular basis.
5 Benefits to Churches Who Blog
Google Sees You // We all know that if
people can't find you when they search
online, you practically don't exist. Regularly
and thoughtful blogging makes your
church more "search engine friendly" and
ultimately makes it easy for guests to
connect with you.
Content for Social // Rather than another
graphic square that tells people your
service times for this weekend, your blog
content is a fantastic fuel to feed your social
media channels.
Make Your People “Famous” // People love
seeing their names in print, posts like
“volunteer of the week” and “small group
profiles” are great ways to celebrate people
in your church.
Test Content // Blogging is a fantastic
channel to work on ideas that you are going
deal with in other venues in your church. This
could be through passive channels of merely
sharing ideas that you're thinking about or
effective methods like polling & surveys.
Extend Learning // Prevailing churches are
looking for ways to extend the learning
beyond just the weekend and into rest of
their people’s lives. Blogging gives the

NewSpring is probably the most beautiful
example of church blogging around. They provide
helpful articles on a wide variety of topics and are
committed to creating regular compelling content.
In Church Growth Flywheel, we pulled their
strategy apart and looked at how you can apply
lessons to your church.

Maybe it's time to go old school?
When it’s all said and done it’s about being
effective. Rather than jumping just to the latest
trend, you should be looking for what is an
effective approach to ensuring that the right
message is getting to the right people at the
right time at your church. As we’ve shown
above, oftentimes the solution is right under
our nose and we just need to apply it. I’d love to
hear from you about what you’ve done that
seems kind of “old school” but has worked well
in your community!
Visit unSeminary.com for more free resources!
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church an opportunity to take what you’re
talking about on Sunday and push those
lessons into the rest of the week.
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… the 1% factor.

